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The thermocyclic fatigue behavior of the low-melting

solder 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi has been investigated and compared to

that of standard 60Sn/4OPb solder via metallographic

analysis (using scanning electron microscopy) and evaluation

of the degree of fatigue development (using a fatigue scale

as a function of thermocycles). Specimens were subjected to

shearing strains imposed by several hundred fatigue

thermocycles. Both solder types fatigue by the same

microstructural failure mechanism as described by other

workers. The mechanism is characterized by a preferential

coarsening of the solder joint microstructure at the region

of maximum stress concentration where cracks originate.

The interpolation of the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder into the

fatigue cycle-plots for variuos solders previously studied

shows that the fatigue rate of 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder is

similar to that of the intermediate solders and has better

fatigue resistance than the low-melting solders.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Solder is the general bonding material between the

metallic surfaces of the different components in an

electronic assembly. This bond, called a "solder joint,,"

provides electrical functions (passes electrical current in

the operating device),, thermal functions (dissipates heat),

and mechanical functions (absorbs strains arising from the

thermal expansion mismatch between two different materials

being connected in the operating device). This solder bond

is used to connect virtually all types of electronic

components in assemblies, including telecommunication

devices, computers, radios, and other technologically

advanced devices. One of the most important issues in

electronic assembly is the fatigue and ultimate failure of

solder joints, which costs billions of dollars per year

world-wide.1

Several authors2 5 have emphasized the importance of

understanding the thermocyclic fatigue behavior of solders.

Frear5 states that modern electronic technology demands high

quality and integrity of solder joints in the assembly

because failure of one joint could result in the

inoperativeness of an integrated circuit chip or of an

entire system. He also mentions that very large scale

1
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integration (VLSI) chips are becoming larger and require

many input and output connections. He further mentions

that large amounts of power are dissipated into the system

resulting in a condition known as "power cycling" and that

the generation of this power creates temperature

fluctuations on the assembly. He also attributes external

environmental temperature fluctuations as sources for

thermocyclic fatigue. These environmental temperature

fluctuations are of special concern where the electronic

packages may encounter large temperature extremes. For

example, he mentions that an aerospace vehicle originally

stationed on the ground will experience a drastic change in

temperature as it passes at high altitudes where a much

lower ambient temperature exists.

The thermocyclic fatigue behavior of solders can be

described as the damage to the microstructure of the solder

joint due to strains generated by the frequent changing of

the dwell temperature of the assembly.3-9 According to Ashby

and Jones,'0 fatigue is defined as the damage of the assembly

components that results when the assembly is subjected to

repeated thermal cycles. If the applied stress is above the

yield stress (the stress required to permanently deform the

object) then the resulting condition is known as low cycle

fatigue (5 104 cycles to catastrophic failure) and if the

applied stress is below the yield stress then it is known as

high cycle fatigue ( 104 cycles to catastrophic failure).
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For convenience, the fatiguing assembly will be described

according to the theoretical model in Figure 1A (p. 24).

This assembly consists of a copper plated ceramic chip

carrier connected to a copper plated fiber glass circuit

board by two straps on both sides of the ceramic chip

carrier. One end of the strap is connected to the ceramic

chip carrier and the other to the fiberglass circuit board.

After a temperature increase, the effective thermal

expansion mismatch between the base materials (ceramic chip

carrier and printed circuit board) increases and strains are

imposed at the solder joints (Fig. IB, p. 24). As the peak

temperature stays constant for a certain period of time, an

amount of the applied stress is relaxed. Finally as the

temperature decreases, a reciprocating strain will result

because the different base materials will contract unevenly.

The complete cycle is repeated several times. Frear5

compares this condition to the on and off switching of an

electronic device and he further states that this condition

will result in the generation of thermal fatigue cycles

which in turn will lead to the failure of the solder joint.

Temperature fluctuations on the electronic package

solder joints caused either by external environmental

temperature changes or by power cycling lead to fatigue.

The thermal expansion mismatch between the two soldered

materials is of great concern when there is a large

difference in their coefficients of thermal expansion.5
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Such a large expansion mismatch induces strains at the

solder joints. Solder joints are very susceptible to the

thermal fatigue failures (caused by the induced shearing

strains) since the yield stress or flow stress of the solder

is much lower than that of the printed circuit board and

than that of the ceramic chip carrier. The solder undergoes

plastic deformation and after a certain number of

thermocycles, the solder joint accumulates deformation and

develops a detrimental microstructure. Eventually, the

solder joint will fail by cracking at the regions where the

detrimental microstructure develops as will subsequently be

described.

The following sections give a brief description of the

most common factors contributing to fatigue failure process:

1. Low Solder Alloy Strength. The mechanical strength

of the solder alloy involves mechanical properties such as

shear strength, tensile strength, or yield strength of the

material. Hwang2 has stated that knowledge of the

fundamental properties of the solder alloy is useful for

material selection in order to insure reliability of the

solder joints. These properties can be used to meet the

requirements in a specific design. Solder alloy strength is

important since a solder with high yield stress and tensile

strength is more likely to resist fatigue. The ultimate

decision of material selection is made by the manufacturer.

2. Creep. A creep resistant solder is always
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desirable since the deformation rate. should be minimized.

Jastrzebskill defines creep as the slow and progressive

deformation of a solid (a metal, a covalent or ionic

crystal, or.a polymer) with time under a constant applied

stress at a certain temperature. The creep rate varies with

applied stress, test temperature, and type of material.12

For example, lead is softer than iron; therefore, lead will

creep faster than iron under the same test conditions. At a

higher applied stress or higher temperature, the creep rate

of the material will increase. At room temperature, the

behavior of strain rate for most metals and ceramics is

independent of time, because the creep rate is negligible.

This condition is known as the "low temperature behavior"

and when the creep rate depends on stress, temperature, and

time, the creeping solid obeys the "high temperature

behavior."10 Jastrzebski"' says that this behavior is

observed in the region where the value of the test

temperature is greater than 0.3 or 0.4Tm for metals, and 0.4

or 0.5Tm for ceramics (where Tm is the softening or melting

temperature of the material in degrees Kelvin).

According to Jastrzebski," the nature of creep is

described as follows. When a load is applied at the

beginning of the creep test, the instantaneous deformation,

either in the plastic region or in the inelastic region, is

followed by primary or transient creep AB, then by secondary

or steady state creep BC, and finally by the tertiary or
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accelerated creep CD (Fig. 2, p. 25).

According to Ashby and Jones,10 the primary creep is a

decreasing creep rate because of the work-hardening process

resulting from dislocations generated by the stresses.

These dislocations interlock with one another and prevent

the sliding of the planes thus increasing the yield stress

of the material. The work-hardening process can be

illustrated by visualizing a crystalline solid being

deformed by the applied stress which generates dislocations

or line imperfections. According to Barret, Nix, and

Tetelman,12 the slip plane is defined as the plane in which a

dislocation moves. The slip plane usually corresponds to

the plane that contains the densest atomic packing. The

crystalline solid can have several slip systems (where a

slip system involves a slip plane sliding in a particular

slip direction). Thus, a dislocation that moves in a

specific direction on the slip plane can collide with

another dislocation moving in a different slip plane that

intercepts the former. For example, Barret, Nix, and

Tetelman'2 say that the FCC structure, which slips in the

{111} planes, has four slip systems and that the

dislocations (present at each slip system) can meet at

intersecting planes. An example of a slip system is the

(111)[110] or slip on the (111) plane in the [110]

direction; however, there are twelve possible {111}<110>

combinations. As the newly applied stresses generate
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dislocations, the dislocations will accumulate and obstruct

one another within the crystalline material. The result is

work-hardening which is indicated by a steep rise in the

stress-strain curve after the yield stress (Fig. 3, p. 26).

According to Ashby and Jones,'0 the secondary or steady-

state creep is believed to be the result of an equilibrium

attained between the work-hardening process and the

annealing effect (reforming of the crystal structure by

removing dislocations). The steady-state creep may be

viscoelastic in character, depending on the stress level and

temperature. Generally, the higher the temperature and

stress level, the more viscoelastic is the nature of creep.

The steady-state creep is highly temperature sensitive and

can be related to the temperature by the following equation

as described by Dorn et al.'3

ES, = A exp(-EA/RT) (1)

where:

E,, = the steady-state creep rate

EA = the activation energy of creep

A = the material constant

R = the ideal gas constant

T = the temperature in degrees Kelvin

This equation can be derived by plotting the natural

logarithm of E., against the reciprocal of the absolute

temperature (1/T), where ln (A) is the intercept on the

ln(E,,) axis and -EA/R is the slope of the line. The creep
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rate increases exponentially with temperature. An increase

in temperature of 200 C will double the creep rate. The

values of EA and A can be determined experimentally.

Ashby and Jonesl0 say that the relation between the

creep rate and stress at a constant temperature (for the

steady-state creep region only) can be given by

E,, = B an (2)

where:

B = a characteristic constant for the material

n = the stress exponent

a = the applied stress

This equation is known as the power law of creep and it can

be established by plotting the logarithm of the steady-state

creep rate versus the logarithm of the stress at constant

temperature.

The tertiary creep occurs at an accelerated rate and

represents a process of progressive damage. According to

Ashby and Jones,10 the damage may accumulate in the form of

internal cavities. They further infer that this internal

damage first appears at the start of the tertiary stage of

creep curve and grows at an increasing rate. The damage can

be characterized as voids appearing on the grain boundaries

or by fracture of the material through the intercrystalline

regions (Fig. 4, p. 27).

3. Detrimental Microstructural Development. During

the fatiguing thermocycle, the temperature gradient causes
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internal strains initiating localized plastic deformations.

As the number of thermocycles increases, the plastic

deformation increases creating what Hwang2 has called a

"detrimental microstructure development." Frear et al.4

describe this detrimental microstructure development as

"heterogeneous coarsening" of Sn-rich and Pb-rich phases of

Sn/Pb solders. Heterogeneous coarsening is characterized

by the coarsening or domain enlargement of phases as

described by Marshall 9 at a certain region of the

microstructure of the solder joint whereas the homogeneous

coarsening would be distinguished by a uniform coarsening of

phases throughout the bulk of the microstructure. According

to Frear et al., 4 heterogeneous coarsening of the solder

joint microstructure occurs at regions of high stress

concentration parallel to the direction of shear. These

regions are usually located at the ends of the solder joint

or at the solder/substrate interfaces. The domain

enlargement or coarsening of regions gradually increases in

width as the number of thermocycles increases. Cracks begin

to form at the coarsened region of the microstructure. For

the case of Sn/Pb solders, these cracks are found to extend

only in the coarsened regions through the matrix (Sn-rich

regions) and through the embedded grains (Pb-rich) and at

the interfaces of both phases.

Frear5 suggests that there are three possible means by

which intergranular failure can take place. The three
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possible sources are grain boundary sliding, hard particle-

matrix, and cracking at grain triple points. According to

Frear,5 grain boundary sliding is a high temperature

deformation process by which the solder joint is deformed in

shear. When a shearing stress is applied, the grains slide

relative to one another and in order to accommodate the

imposed strain, the stress flows (e.g., the stress is

relieved). Frear5 describes the mechanism for this process

as follows. He says that grains slide relative to one

another and consequently voids open up at the boundaries

which will fill by diffusional flow resulting in grain

growth. He further states that intergranular cracking is

related to the irregular morphology of grains when stresses

are induced at the grains that cannot slide relative to one

another to accommodate the strain. Due to the irregular

boundaries, cracks eventually appear at the grain boundaries

to accommodate the strain.5

4. Corrosion. Hwang2 reports that thermodynamically,

clean metallic surfaces which are in a high energy state

usually go to a low energy state by combining with oxygen,

sulfides, or halides. This effect is only significant when

there is a corrosive environment which combined with applied

stress (stress corrosion) will accelerate the fatigue

process of the material.

5. Intermetallic Compound Formation. Actually,

several authors 2 A5' 9 14'" have reported the formation of
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intermetallic compounds when using a Sn-solder. Hwang2 says

that undesired metallurgical reactions, depending on

compatibility of solder composition with substrate, time,

temperature of reflow soldering, etc., can be minimized by

understanding the metallurgical reactions involved and by

using phase diagrams, so that the factors of undesirable

reactions can be avoided. An example of such a condition

may be explained by the formation of a more brittle phase in

the solder joint due to a chemical reaction between the

chemical components from the alloy or the substrate.

In order to alleviate or to minimize the previously

described fatigue failure problem, several types of solder

alloys have been proposed to be used as the joining

materials of components in electronic packages. There are

two types of solder alloys that have been described by

Frear: 5 soft solders and hard solders. Generally, hard

solders are silver-bearing alloys with melting points above

200OC; soft solders are tin/lead alloys with melting points

below 2000 C. Studies reveal that hard solders are not as

susceptible to thermal fatigue as soft solders are.5,6,9,16,17

However, Frear5 has suggested that hard solders impose large

strains upon the components they join. He affirms that these

hard solders may be used only for small strain conditions

and where large strains are encountered he recommends a soft

solder be used.

Waine et al." recommend the following guidelines for
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the selection of both hard and soft soldering alloys.

1. The alloy melting point must be in the range 175*-

3000C (but only because lower melting alloys generally have

inferior mechanical properties).

2. The solderability to copper and Kovar circuit

boards must be comparable to that of tin-lead eutectic

solder using acceptable fluxes.

3. The alloy must be compatible with hand soldering

and wave soldering techniques. The oxidation resistance

must be similar to that of tin-lead alloys.

4. The mechanical strength and ductility'must be at

least comparable to that of the eutectic tin-lead at 250C

and at the maximum service temperature of 1250C.

5. The alloy must not form undesirable intermetallics

that give a significant loss in physical strength after

prolonged exposure to the service temperature.

The application of the above criteria has allowed the

developing of a variety of solders which have acceptable

solderability properties as well as acceptable fatigue

resistance as described by Marshall. 9 However, the lower

limit of the melting point has excluded many possible alloys

principally because of lower mechanical performance.
6 The

usual solder used in electronic assemblies is eutectic

63Sn/37Pb (or near eutectic 60Sn/4OPb) solder with a melting

point of 1830C. Extensive studies have previously been made

of a wide range of alternative solders6 but they did not
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include the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder which has a lower melting

point (ca. 1400C). The low melting point could allow a

lower processing temperature. This lower temperature would

permit a two-stage soldering process where the first

soldering would be performed with normal Sn/Pb solder and

the second one (e. g., on the underside of a printed circuit

board) could be implemented at a lower temperature with the

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder. The second soldering would not

reflow the Sn/Pb solder (reflow soldering is defined as the

action of mass soldering in which the solder is maintained

in the molten state for only a few seconds to allow for the

coalescence of the particles). A second benefit of

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder would be the lower processing

temperature allowing the use of temperature sensitive

components. However, industry has not determined the long-

term reliability of this alloy in the field. A few

industries (Alpha Metals Inc.) have used this alloy with

promising results'6-but until a quantitative description of

the solder's behavior is made, industry will be reluctant to

accept the alloy and to utilize it to its full potential.

If the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi alloy with its lower temperature has

satisfactory properties, it would be a welcome addition to

the present selection of solders.

The purpose of the experimentation described in this

thesis is to gain an understanding of thermocyclic fatigue

behavior of the alternative 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder. The
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experimental procedure is to compare the microstructural and

mechanical behavior of 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi to that of the

60Sn/4OPb solder, by exposing both solder types to the same

thermal fatiguing conditions. The extreme temperature

condtions for each thermocycle will be from ambient

temperature to about 1000C.

Design and process problems will not be specifically

addressed in this thesis, but only the basic phenomenon of

the deformation of solder joints experiencing the thermal

fatigue process will be described in order to understand the

deformation mode of the fatiguing specimen. As already

mentioned, several authors 3-6,9 have pointed out that strains

are induced at the solder joints during thermal cycling

because of the mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients

between the different material of the components within the

assembly. The three possible modes of deformation a solder

joint experiences in- a leadless ceramic chip carrier

described by Dudderar and Argyle7 have been modified in this

thesis in order to describe the most possible mode of

deformation experienced by the specimen (Fig. 5, p. 28) used

in this experiment. Mode A, an in-plane shear displacement,

is due to the thermal expansion mismatch between the ceramic

chip carrier and the circuit board along the same direction

on the same plane (Fig. 5A, p. 28). Mode B, an out of plane

rotation, is due to the bending of the fiberglass circuit

board. The lower face of the fiberglass circuit board may
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be stressed while the upper face may be compressed.

Characteristic tensions and compressions of mode B can be

caused by localized heating which creates a non-uniform

expansion or contraction of one of the components in the

specimen (Fig. 5B, p. 28). Mode C, described as a z-

direction out of plane displacement, is due to the expansion

of the ceramic chip .carrier along the azimuthal direction

(Fig. 5C, p. 28). A joint can experience a complicated

mixture of any two or more of the modes of deformation. For

the experiment in this thesis, the deformation modes B and C

will be avoided in order to create a more uniform control of

sample deformation. This condition will be accomplished by

exposing the fatiguing specimen to uniform heating. Mode A

is considered to be the most severe form of deformation and

to dominate during the deformation process. The direction

of the applied stress due to the linear deformation

difference between the ceramic chip carrier and the

fiberglass circuit board is in the form of shear. The two

straps are opposite to each other along the same direction

in the same plane (Fig. 1A, p. 24). Thus, a shearing strain

will result at opponent solder joints (Fig. 1B, p. 24).

A mathematical model developed by Marshall9 has been

modified in this thesis in order to describe theoretically

the deformation of the fatiguing specimen solder joints.

Mode A is considered to be the source for the deformation of

the fatiguing specimen solder joints. To do this it is
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necessary to calculate the shearing strain imposed at the

solder joints during the fatiguing thermocycle. The imposed

strains at the solder joints come from the differences in

the coefficients of thermal expansion between the fiberglass

circuit board and the ceramic chip carrier (Fig. 6, p. 29).

When the temperature of the assembly changes, the size of

each component changes a different amount (equations 3 and

4) resulting in a relative displacement across the solder

joints (equation 5), assuming linear deformation (mode of

deformation A) only.

Se = (CTE). X AT (3)

Sb = (CTE)b XI AT (4)

where:

Se= the linear deformation of ceramic chip

carrier.

Sa= the linear deformation of fiberglass

circuit board.

AT = the amount in temperature change.

(CTE)C = the coefficient of thermal expansion of the

ceramic chip carrier.

(CTE)b = the expansion coefficient of the epoxy

fiberglass circuit board.

X1= the distance between the outer edge ends of

lower joints of the specimen (Fig. 6, p. 29).

X = the length of the ceramic chip carrier.

S = Sb - Se (5)
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where Sb and S, have been defined above and:

ST= the relative displacement difference

between the fiberglass circuit board and

ceramic chip carrier.

Let us assume that the strap (which has one end

soldered to the fiberglass circuit board and the other to

the ceramic chip carrier) is completely rigid so that the

applied stress is not relaxed by bending the strap. The

resulting strain imposed along the four solder joints is

assumed to be uniformly distributed for the theoretical

model. Although the interphase regions between strap-

solder, ceramic chip carrier-solder, or fiberglass circuit

board-solder are the regions for which. the stress

concentration is a maximum, equation 6 can be used to

estimate the percent shearing strain imposed at the solder

joint.

OT = [ ST / (4)(h) J (100%) (6)

where:

OT = the percent shearing strain.

h = the average thickness of solder joints.

This conclusion is strongly supported by a method

proposed by several authors5 '8 "4"5 who used it to calculate the

imposed percent shearing strain on a solder joint of a

leadless ceramic chip carrier. Frear5 calculated the

shearing strain that the solder joint of a leadless ceramic

chip carrier experiences when exposed from a low to a high
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temperature by using the following equation:

AyT = (ACTE) (AT) (r)/h (7)

where:

AT = the shear strain.

AT = the amount of temperature change.

ACTE = the difference in the coefficients of

thermal expansion between the substrates.

r = the distance from center of the component

to solder joint (refer to Fig. 7, p. 29).

h = the thickness of the solder joint.

If we apply the principles from equation 7, we should

get an equation which yields similar results as equation 6.

For example, the equation for the amount of displacement of

the upper component (Fig. 8, p. 30) is:

S= r (CTE). AT (8)

where:

SU= the relative displacement for the ceramic

chip carrier

(CTE)c = coefficient of thermal expansion for

ceramic chip carrier (upper component)

r = half the length of the ceramic chip carrier

(distance AB on Fig. 8)

AT = the amount of temperature change.

The equation for the amount of displacement of the lower

component of the assembly is:
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S, = r' (CTE)b AT (9)

where:

S,= the linear information for the distance AC

of model of Figure 8.

ri = the distance AC.

(CTE)b = the coefficient of thermal expansion of the

fiberglass circuit board (lower component).

The shear strain percent imposed on the upper and lower

joints can be defined as:

9 = (Su - SI) (100%) / 2h (10)

Notice that equations 6 and 10 are equivalent if one

recognizes equation 10 describes only two solder joints

whereas equation 6 describes the four solder joints.

However, the results of these equations are just a close

approximation to the resulting applied shearing strain

because the applied shearing stresses are relaxed at regions

near the interface between the solder/strap, solder/ceramic

chip carrier or solder/fiberglass circuit board. These are

the regions of maximum applied stress concentration where

heterogeneous coarsening develops.

When the resulting strain exceeds the elastic limit, a

yielding of the solder occurs at a corresponding yield

stress. The relationship between the shear strain and the

shear stress in the elastic region is given by

SS = GE (11)
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where:

S, = the shear stress

G = the shear modulus of solder

8 = the imposed shear strain.

However, the results of equation 11 become complicated since

the value of the shear modulus changes as the temperature

changes. For example, the value of the shear modulus of a

material at room temperature is greater than the shear

modulus of the same material at 1000 C. At low temperature,

the material becomes more brittle whereas at a higher

temperature the material behaves in a more viscoelastic

manner. However, equation 11 could be useful to correlate

or to predict the material performance by using the values

of its mechanical properties (shearing yield stress,

shearing strength, and ductility). It also could be useful

to determine if the resulting shearing strain during the

experimental test is in the plastic region to insure the low

cycle fatigue behavior condition is present for the

experimental test conditions.

Another source of stress at the interface of the solder

joint is due to the difference between the coefficients of

thermal expansion of the solder and the component's

material. Changes in the temperature cause one piece of

material to become relatively shorter than the other. As

the length of each material must be the same at the

interface, internal stresses may result from the stretching
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of one material and from the compressing of the other at the

interface. Ellis8 describes the stress-elongation from the

stretching compressing effect at the solder-substrate

interface by using equation 12 which yields the stress

required to elongate (tensile) or to contract (compression)

the solder in order to match the substrate material.

S= E E (12)

where:

S, = the stress [psi]

= the strain elongation (ACTE)(AT)(X) / (X)

or [(L-X)/X]

E = the Young's Modulus of solder [psi)

X = the initial length of solder joint [in]

L = the final length of solder joint [in]

For example, the stress required to elongate the upper

solder to match the ceramic is given by equation 10 using:

E = 5.8 x 106 psi

ACTE = (23 - 6) x 10-6 in/inC (coefficient of

thermal expansion difference between solder

and ceramic chip carrier)

AT = 800C

X = 0.156 in

= [17 ppm/OC][800 C][1.156in] / 1.56 in

S, = [e][5.8x10 6 lb/in 2 )

= 7888 psi

and the stress required to elongate the lower solder joint
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to match the epoxy fiberglass circuit board is given by:

ACTE = (23-16)x10-6 in/inC (coefficients of

thermal expansion difference between solder

and fiberglass circuit board)

AT = 800C

E = 5.8 x 106 lb/in2

1 = 0.125 in

E = [7 ppm/*C][800C][1.56 in) / 1.56 in

S,= [ e ] [ 5. 8x106 1b/ in 2 ]

= 3226.4 lb/in2

The stress at the ceramic/solder joint is much higher (about

by a factor of 2) than that of the solder/circuit board

joint. Therefore, it should be expected that crack failure

will take place preferentially at the ceramic chip carrier

solder joint.

Finally, it is necessary to consider the characteristic

types of solder joint fatigue failures that may result

during the course of thermocyclic fatigue. A characteristic

variability of solder fatigue failures has been described by

Ellis. 8 Ellis' models have been modified in this thesis in

order to illustrate the types of fatigue failures that can

be encountered. Refer to Figure 9 (p. 30). Failure type A

is characterized by cracking at the bulk solder or crazing

of the solder joint. This type of failure could result from

accumulation of imposed strains or creep at the solder

joints due to thermoexpansion mismatch between the solder
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and substrate. Type B failure consists of the specimen

being severely deformed by shear due to a preferential

deformation by accumulation of shearing strains with time

(creep) at only one particular solder joint. The lines are

visible stretch bands generated by the shearing deformation.

Types C and D are considered to be due to poor quality of

material of the components. Failure occurs through the

interface solder and joining materials due to poor

solderability or poor bonding between solder and substrate.

This problem is very common when the metallic surface of the

substrate is considerably oxidized. Fatigue failures of the

solder joint could result either as type A, type B, type C,

type D, or as a simultaneous combination of two or more

failure types which may be progressing simultaneously

depending upon the imposed test conditions.

The conclusion is that by controlling the mode of

deformation of the test specimen (by insuring proper

configuration of the test assembly and uniform heating), the

test thermocyclic conditions (proper temperature test

extremes), and the environment conditions (avoiding a

corrosive or oxidizing medium), a method can be developed to

investigate the thermocyclic fatigue behavior of the

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder. Therefore, mechanical and

microstructural models can be utilized to explore the

fatigue behavior of 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi, a promising low melting

point soldering material for the electronics industry.
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ceramic chip carrier

c= 6x 1O-in/in'C

solder joint

circuit board

(x=15 x 1O-C in/in'O*C

(a) Initially at room temperature exposure, the solder
joints do not experience any shearing strain.

(b) At 1000C temperature exposure, a shearing strain is
imposed at the solder joints due to the thermal expansion
mismatch between the ceramic chip carrier and the circuit
board.

Figure 1. Thermal fluctuations combined with the difference
of the thermal expansion coefficients of the ceramic chip
carrier and the printed circuit board impose strains at the
solder joints leading to thermocyclic fatigue.

H

/00" 15*N
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Onset of Steady
State Creep

A
Onset of
Primary Creep

TertiaryPrimary Creep Steady State Creep Creep

log (Deformation Time)

Figure 2. High temperature behavior of a creep curve for a
metallic material under constant applied stress and
temperature as described by Jastrzebski."
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(a) Collision of the dislocations leading to work-
hardening.

4Y

Elastic Region Plastic Region

Initial Yielding

Work
Hardening

p

Shear Strain y

(b) Shearing stress-shearing strain curve indicating
indicating the work-hardening after the initial yielding.

Figure 3. Collision of dislocations that lead to work-
hardening of a crystalline material. The stress required to
produce strain is increased as the dislocations created in
the in the plane of the crystal oppose each other and more
work is needed to deform the solid as described by Ashby and
Jones. 10
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*,*,
(a) Damage that accumulates in the
cavities within the specimen during
as the result of a constant applied

form of internal
the tertiary creep stage
stress.

Fracture

Creep Damage
Accumulates

Creep
Damage
Begins

-I,

t

(b) Creep curve indicating the onset of the
within the specimen before fracture.

Figure 4. Tertiary creep damage as describe
Jones.10

internal damage

d by Ashby and
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Mode A: linear deformation of both assembly components.

II/ 7~h

a3

Mode B: Out of plane rotation
(fiberglass circuit board).

by the lower component.

h +Ah

Mode C: Out of plane strain by the solder joints.

Figure 5. One-half of a complete assembly (Fig. 7)
illustrating the solder joints and assembly components modes
of deformation resulting from temperature fluctuations.
These modes of deformation have been modified in this thesis
according to the models from Dudderar and Argyle.7

t
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LOIL

X

Figure 6. Cross-sectional model of the specimen used to
illustrate the unidirectional thermal expansion deformation
that results in a linear thermal expansion mismatch between
the two components. Where h is the thickness and 1 is the
length of solder joint, X is the length of ceramic (or
length plus the total expansion of the ceramic chip carrier
at a higher temperature) and XI is the is the distance
between the outer edges of the lower joints (or distance
plus the total expansion by the circuit board at a hgher
temperature).

r r

ceramic chip carrier

solder joint

IT21K - FR-4 board

Figure 7. Cross sectional scheme of a two solder joint
leadless ceramic chip carrier and circuit board where r is
half the length of the ceramic chip carrier as described by
Frear.5
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Figure 8. Model used to calculate the shearing strain of
the upper and lower solder joints of the specimen used in
the experiment of this thesis according to the method
developed by Frear.5

~A7~

Type A Type B

Interface failures
between solder joint

and components

Type C Type D

Figure 9. Characteristic types of solder joint failures as
described by Ellis.8 Type A indicates crazingg" of the bulk
solder joint surface due to thermal expansion mismatch
between solder and components. Type B indicates visible
stretch bands due to a shearing strain. Types C and D
indicate failure at the interface between solder and
components due to poor solderability or poor bonding.
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CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Test samples for both solder types, 60Sn/4OPb and

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi, were constructed according to the following

procedure. A copper plated ceramic chip carrier was placed on

top of the copper plated fiberglass FR-4 circuit board as shown

in Figure 10 (p. 38). Refer to Table 1 (p. 44) for a description

of dimensions of the components of the test assembly. Two copper

leads or straps were placed on both sides of the ceramic chip

carrier to interconnect the ceramic chip carrier to the circuit

board. One end of each copper lead was soldered to the ceramic

chip carrier (upper joint) and the other end to the FR-4 circuit

board (lower joint). Refer to Figure 11 (p. 38) for a cross-

sectional description of the sample. The leads were molded and

flattened in order to assure proper position during the soldering

process. A stainless steel spatula was used to apply the solder

paste onto a printed screen template. Consult Table 2 (p. 44)

for solder paste specifications. The solder paste was first

applied to the circuit board and then to the ceramic chip carrier

at the desired locations using a printed screen template. For

the first run the screen template was made out of cardboard which

was perforated at desired locations with a round-hole paper

puncher. In the second run, a metallic sheet perforated with

square-shaped holes was used as the screen template. The

31
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specimens were placed on top of a 100-watt Thermolyne hot plate

to allow the reflowing of the solder joints. The sample was

removed from the hot plate by using a pair of stainless steel

tweezers to cool reflowed solder joints to room temperature

(21C). The soldering conditions employed in the manufacture of

samples are found in Table 3 (p. 45). All of the specimens were

allowed to stand overnight to allow partial relief of strains and

stresses with time. Ten samples for the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder

and 10 for the 60Sn/4OPb solder were manufactured in the first

run. In the second run, twenty samples for each of the above

solder types were constructed.

Removal of organic fluxes (present in the original solder

paste) at the surface of the solder joints was accomplished by

rinsing the joints with an acetone flush and then by rubbing the

surface of the joint with a cotton swab soaked in isopropyl

alcohol.

The samples were thermally cycled and evaluated for fatigue

development according to the following procedure. In the first

run 10 samples for each solder type, 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi (Bi solder)

and 60Sn/4OPb (control solder), were introduced into a VWR-1410

oven. The oven temperature for the first run was raised to 1100C

and maintained at 110 5C. The samples were introduced into the

oven and maintained inside the oven for one hour and thirty-five

minutes. Thirty-five minutes were required for the samples to

reach 1100C. Then the samples were maintained at 110 50C for

one hour. The samples were removed from the oven and allowed to
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cool to room temperature (taking about fifteen minutes).

Temperature measurements were made by using a surface

thermometer. Then the samples were allowed to remain at room

temperature (210C) for one hour. The samples were rotated

according to the flow chart in Figure 12 (p. 39) in order to

compensate for the oven temperature distribution shown in Figure

13 (p. 40). The above process was repeated five times a day.

After one hundred cycles the samples were transferred to

Motorola, Inc. of Fort Worth, Texas and were introduced into a

temperature programmed oven (Tenney Engineering). The samples

were cycled between 100C and 800C ten times a day for one hundred

days. The cycling temperature conditions of the first run are

illustrated in Figures 14 (p. 40) and 15 (p. 41).

In the second run twenty samples for Bi solder and twenty

samples for the control solder were introduced into a VWR-10 oven

whose temperature was maintained at 100 50C. The samples were

maintained inside the oven for one hour and thirty minutes.

Thirty minutes was required for the samples to reach 1000C. The

samples were removed from the oven and allowed to cool to room

temperature for one hour and ten minutes. Figure 16 (p. 42)

gives the description of temperature exposure of one cycle of the

second run, including both hold and ramp durations. Samples were

thermally cycled five times a day. Samples were rotated

according to the flow chart in Figure 17 (p. 43). Samples from

both Bi solder and control solder batches were removed for

characterization of the solder joints for each fatigue level for
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microstructural analysis.

In both the first and the second runs, the surface of each

solder joint was visually inspected for fatigue development using

a Stereo Star Zoom optical microscope at 30x magnification. The

samples were graded for fatigue analysis according to the fatigue

analysis scale developed by Marshall and Walter.17  This grading

scale of fatigue joints is displayed in Table 4 (p. 46).

Observation of the fatigue level features was facilitated by

tilting the boards. The results were recorded as the fatigue

level of each sample versus the number of cycles. A BASIC

computer routine was used to determine the best straight line

using the least squares-analysis method. The results were

plotted as fatigue level (a logarithmic scale) against the

logarithmic number of thermal cycles.

One sample from the 60Sn/4OPb batch and one from the

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi batch were removed at every fatigue level for

characterization purposes. The 60Sn/4OPb samples grading 0, 3,

5, and 7 and Bi solder samples grading 0, 3, 5, 8, and 9 in the

fatigue scale were selected for metallographic analysis by the

scanning electron microscope (SEM).

The sample preparation of selected specimens for SEM

analysis was carried out as follows. Specimens were cross-

sectioned by a Buehler ISOMET low-speed saw using a 4.0" x 0.012"

x 0.5" diamond wafering blade at a 4.5 speed setting on the low-

speed saw. Buehler isocut fluid was used to provide a coating

film on the blade for cooling and lubrication. The cross-
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sectioned samples were cleaned with petroleum ether followed by

an isopropyl alcohol rinsing. Air was blown onto the samples for

drying.

Castin' Craft clear casting resin and catalyst liquid

hardener and reusable Buehler resin molds were used to embed the

cross-sectioned specimen. The embedded specimen's area of

interest for analysis was exposed to the surface. The specimen's

area of interest was polished down to 0.05 Arm by the following

steps. Using deionized water, hands and samples were carefully

rinsed at the end of each polishing stage in order to avoid

contamination of the subsequent finer grids by larger particles

from the previous coarser polishing grade. A Buehler Economet IV

polisher, at 300 rpm and with a deionized water flow as the

cooling fluid, was used to polish the samples first with a 320

grid silicon carbide paper and then with a 400 grid silicon

carbide paper for about five minutes for each polishing stage.

The Economet polisher provided the samples with a fairly even

flat surface which facilitated the polishing of the specimen in

the next stages. A lapping oil film was applied to a 600 grid

silicon carbide paper in which the samples were gently hand

polished for five minutes.

After cleaning the samples, a diamond polishing compound was

used for a polishing stage in the decreasing order 15 Am, 9 Mm, 6

Am, and 1 Am particle size. The diamond polishing compound was

applied as a one-inch long strip on the nylon polishing cloth.

Enough lapping oil, used as the extender, was added to make a
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light film. Both polishing compound and lapping oil were

redistributed around the nylon polishing cloth. Samples were

then polished for about ten minutes and cleaned with plenty of

water at the end of each polishing stage.

In the final polishing step, the samples were polished on a

polishing microcloth embedded with a 0.05 gm A1203 particle size

slurry. The samples were cleaned and allowed to dry. Special

care was taken in order to avoid scratching the specimen's

surface.

The samples were transferred to Motorola, Inc. of Fort

Worth, Texas for SEM analysis. The specimen's polished surface

was gold coated by sputtering to provide good conductivity during

the analysis. A 25 keV electron beam and the backscattered

electron detector mode of the Jeol SEM (JSM-35CF) settings were

used.

SEM photographs were taken from both 60Sn/4OPb and

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder samples from the second run. Measurements

of the solder's particle size diameters were obtained from SEM

photographs using a computer program created by Russell F.

Pinizzotto, Center for Materials Characterization, University of

North Texas.

Finally, samples for thermomechanical analysis were prepared

as follows. Five solder balls of about 3 mm in diameter were

prepared for each solder type by melting 0.2 g solder paste in a

2 ml china crucible at 2000 C for two minutes and then cooling the

solder ball to ambient temperature in 10 minutes. The solder
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balls were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone followed by 2-

propanol. The solder pellet's height was measured with a

micrometer. The melting point and the linear coefficient of

thermal expansion of each pellet were obtained using a TMA 500

Omnitherm Atvantage II equipped with a quartz micrometer which

was used to measure the material's thermoexpansion by increasing

the temperature 0.50C per second (from 25 to 1900 C at ambient

conditions). Using the same test conditions as above, a gram

load was applied onto the specimen to immerse the prove into the

sample at its melting point temperature.
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Figure 10. Test specimen used in the experimental work.
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Figure 12. Flow chart for rotation of samples after everythermal cycle in the first stage of the first run.
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Figure 13. Temperature distribution of empty VWR-1410 oven.
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Figure 14. Thermocyclic profile for temperature excursion
of the test samples during the f irst stage of the f irst run.
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Figure 16. Thermocyclic profile of temperature excursion
for test samples of the second run.
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Figure 17. Flow chart for rotation of samples after every
thermocycle of the second run. Dashed line indicates
rotation of sets after every three cycles, solid line
indicates rotation of samples at every cycle.
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Table 1. Dimensions of Test Assemblies.

Dimensions (in.)

Upper Lower Screen
Joint Joint Lead Size (in.)

First Run:

Length 0.156 in. 0.125 in. 0.375 in. 0.1875*

Width 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.0276**

Thickness 0.006 0.007 0.012 0.013

Second Run:

Length 0.125 0.0935 0.312 0.075***

Width 0.0935 0.0935 0.093 0.075***

Thickness 0.002 0.002 0.012 0.013

* circle diameter
** circle area = (3.1416)(3/32)2 = 0.0276 in2
*** square area = (0.075)(0.075) = 0.0056 in2

Table 2. Solder Paste Specifications.

Experimental Solder Paste:

Alpha solder paste Melting Temperature

Alloy: 43 Sn/43Pb/14Bi Range: 114-163C

Flux: RMA (mildly acativated) Reflow Temperature
Range: 208-2030C

Flux System: 390 DH3

Metal content by weight: 88%

Particle Size: No. 2 (75 microns maximum diameter)

(60 microns average diameter)

Viscosity: 50 x 10' centipoises
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(Cont. Table 2)

Control Solder Paste:

Heraeus Cermalloy

Alloy: 60 Sn/40Pb

Flux: RMA

Flux System: 390 DH3

Metal Content by Weight: 88%

Particle Size: No. 2

Viscosity: 55 x 104 centipoises

Melting Temperature
Range: 183-1900C

Reflow Temperature
Range: 210-2200C

Table 3. Conditions Used in the Soldering Process.

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi 60Sn/4OPb

First Run:

Melting Point

Reflow Temperature

Reflow Exposure Time

Cooling Rate

Second Run:

Melting Point

Reflow Temperature

Reflow Exposure Time

Cooling Rate

142*C

2200 C

67 seconds

20*C/ minute

1420 C

1900 C

120 seconds

20*C/ minute

1800 C

2200 C

84 seconds

20*C/ minute

1800 C

2100C

120 seconds

20*C/ minute
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Table 4. Grading Scale of Fatiguing Joints as Proposed by
Marshall and Walter. 7

Grade Solder Joint Appearance

0 No visible signs of strain

1 Light surface crazing

2 Surface crazed

3 Surface heavily crazed

4 Surface heavily crazed with flakes and small pits

5 Pitted surface

6 Surface cracks, less than 200 around joint

7 Surface cracks, less than 360*

8 Surface cracked 3600 around joint

9 Large crack, 3600 around solder joint



CHAPTER III

RESULTS

First Run

Optical observations were made by using the Stereo Star

Zoom microscope at 30x magnification to evaluate the degree

of fatigue development of both 60Sn/4OPb and 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi

solder joints according to the method previously described.

All pristine 60Sn/4OPb solder (standard solder) joints

appeared smooth and shiny. By contrast, pristine

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder (Bi solder) joints characteristically

exhibited a matted surface. At 4 thermocycles, one Bi

solder sample began to show a deformed and roughened

surface. At 29 thermocycles, four Bi solder joints have

begun to show pits or voids. The standard solder joints

have begun to exhibit dulling of the surface or crazing. At

54 thermocycles, the first Bi solder sample began to crack

at one of the lower joints. The crack began to form at the

outer end of the strap. At 65 thermocycles, the standard

solder joints became considerably crazed averaging a fatigue

level of 3 in the scale from 0 to 9. This behavior became

more predominant at the upper solder joints at the ceramic

chip carrier of the 60Sn/4QPb solder. Also, some standard

solder joints showed flake formation. However, lower joints

(joints at the circuit board) appeared smooth and shiny. At
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70 thermocycles, almost all of the Bi lower solder joints

exhibited pitted surfaces at the ceramic joints. Joints

only at the fiberglass board deformed.

At the end of 100 thermocycles, the Bi solder samples

revealed pits and small cracks at the edges of the upper

joints with the lead. The lower joints of the Bi solder

samples on the circuit board revealed visible strains as

stretch lines in the direction of the applied shearing

stress. All of the 60Sn/4QPb samples revealed a heavily

crazed surface with formation of small flakes mainly at the

upper joints. Both upper joints fatigued at the same rate

and very uniformally throughout the bulk of the solder. The

average fatigue level was 4.0. Bi solder samples fatigued

faster and only one of the lower solder joints deformed.

This type of deformation can be described by failure type B

of Figure 9 (p. 30). In other words, the strains

concentrated and accumulated at the weakest solder joint in

order to relieve the applied stress. At 190 thermo-cycles,

all samples appeared the same as at 100 cycles. At 250

thermocycles, the Bi solder samples began to craze and form

flakes at the ceramic joints. Two of the Bi solder samples

became heavily distorted due to accumulation of strain or

creep at one of the lower joints forcing the chip carrier to

tilt out of the plane. 60Sn/4OPb samples continued to show

crazing and flaking of the upper joints. Some 60Sn/4OPb

lower joints were then beginning to craze.
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At 450 thermocycles, the upper joints of Bi solder

samples continued to become heavily pitted. The surface of

the upper and lower joints became dull colored due to

oxidation. The 60Sn/4OPb samples also showed a dull

coloration of the joints. The upper joint became heavily

pitted; however, the lower joints still appeared smooth and

shiny, but slightly crazed. Almost all 60Sn/4OPb samples

graded 5 in the fatigue scale. At 600 cycles, Bi solder

continued to develop pits and cracks more frequently and 70%

of the Bi solder samples graded 6. 60Sn/4OPb solder samples

were beginning to develop tiny cracks at the upper joints.

Two of the 60Sn/4OPb solder samples had begun to crack

around the edge of the lead.

At 1100 thermocycles, 90% of the Bi solder samples were

considerably distorted as described by failure type B of

Figure 9 (p. 30). Some Bi solder samples showed 600%

shearing strain deformation at one of their lower joints.

Shearing strains were calulated by dividing the the strap

displacement from the edge of the solder joint into the

solder joint thickness. Measurements were made by using a

micrometer caliper to determine the displacement by the

strap from the original edge of the solder joint and the

thickness of the solder joint. Cracks were very common

around the edges of both upper and lower joints. The

surface of 60Sn/4OPb solder samples of the lower joints

still appeared smooth and shiny. However, upper joints were
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heavily pitted and most had begun to crack around the lead

or strap. The overall fatigue level average was 6 and 40%

of the 60Sn/4OPb samples had failed (grade of 7 in the

fatigue scale). Table 5 (p. 79) shows the results of

fatigue level at various thermocycles.

The fatigue level for the first run was plotted versus

the logarithmic number of thermocycles (Fig. 18, p. 59).

The induction period for the Bi solder was 2 thermocycles

whereas that of the 60Sn/4OPb solder was 5 cycles. Both Bi

and standard solders fatigued at almost the same rate, but

the lifetime (the number of cycles to failure, grade 7, of

the standard solder is 2.54 times better than that of the Bi

solder as calculated according to the least-square analysis

fit). Values of these results are given in Table 6 (p. 80).

The imposed shearing strains or strain amplitude by one

thermocycle were calculated. The results are illustrated in

Figures 19 (p. 60) and 20 (p. 61). These calculations were

obtained assuming only linear deformation from both the

ceramic.chip carrier and the fiberglass circuit board. As

the temperature increased, the joints were stretched due to

the thermoexpansion differences between the fiberglass

ciruit board and the ceramic chip carrier. As the

temperature decreased, the joints underwent a compression

accompanied with a reversible amount of shearing stress due

to contraction by the stronger component. Only strains due

to thermal expansion differences between the ceramic chip
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carrier and the fiberglass circuit board were considered to

be the source of fatigue of the solder joints.

Several authors6 10'"'19'20 have proposed that the Coffin-

Manson equation can describe the low cycle fatigue behavior

of some materials. The Coffin-Manson law (equation 13) as

described by Manson is the relationship between the strain

amplitude and the number of cycles to failure that can be

described by a power law in the form

NB C = AE(13)

where:

Nf = the number of cycles to failure

B = the fatigue ductility exponent

AE, = change in plastic strain amplitude or

strain resulting when a stress is applied

above the initial yield stress

C = the material constant

According to Ashby and Jones,'0 the Coffin-Manson law for

low- cycle fatigue of uncracked materials can apply only if

the maximum applied stress per cycle on the test is in the

region above the yield stress (number of thermal cycles less

than 104) and if the number of cycles in the test required

for failure decreases as the plastic strain amplitude (which

is the applied strain above the elastic region for each

cycle) increases. Experimentally, it is found that a plot

is linear if the plastic strain amplitude used in the

experiment is plotted versus the number of observed cycles
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to failure in a log-log scale.

In order to predict the fatigue behavior of both

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi and 60Sn/4OPb solders according to the

Coffin-Manson law as described by Manson,'9 the above power

law (equation 13) was modified in this thesis in order to

describe the solder joint fatigue behavior as a function of

the number of thermocycles in the form

Nb"K=A e(14)

where:

Nf = the number of cycles to fatigue level

b = the fatigue rate of solder joints

K = the material constant

AE, = related to the degree of fatigue and

log(Ae,) = the fatigue level.

When this equation is plotted in a log-log scale, it will

yield a linear relationship if the fatigue level, which is

the logarithm of Ae, (y-axis), is plotted versus the

logarithmic number of thermal cycles (x-axis). The slope

(calculated from the experimental results by the least

squares analysis method) was used as the fatigue rate of the

solder joints and the y-axis intercept was used as the

material constant (calculated by using the average fatigue

rate and the logarithmic number of thermal cycles) in

equation 14. Refer to Figures 21 (p. 62) and 22 (p. 63) for

illustration of plots. The estimates for Table 6 and

Figures 18-22 are found in Appendix A (p.93).
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Second Run

The observations from the second run yielded the

following results. The fatigue process, evaluated according

to the scale in Table 4 (p. 46), yielded similar results as

those obtained in the first run. At the beginning,

60Sn/4OPb solder joints appeared smooth and shiny, with no

signs of strains, cracks, or voids. As before, the

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi pristine solder joints exhibited a matted

surface with crystalline grains. The Bi solder samples

began to deform slightly between 12 and 15 thermocycles, and

several Bi solder samples failed. This failure occurred at

the interface between either an upper or a lower solder

joint and the strap. These early failures were recognized

as type C of Figure 9 (p. 30). The reason for failure was

attributed to poor solderability at the oxidized Sn/Pb

plated copper strap. The problem was solved by thoroughly

cleaning the Sn/Pb plated copper strap in order to remove

the metal oxides at the surface in order to assure proper

solderability. The standard solder samples began to fatigue

at 28 thermocycles. Almost all of the 60Sn/4OPb solder

joints were slightly crazed.

At 65 thermocycles, the Bi solder joints graded 4 in

the fatigue scale, while the 60Sn/4OPb solder joints graded

2. The 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder joints did not craze

considerably, but only one particular Bi solder joint of the

specimen was severely deformed. Since the shearing stress
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at the solder joint is applied parallel to the plane of the

components, considerably large stretch bands generated by

the shearing strain became visible at low magnification

(30x) by the Stereo Star Zoom optical microscope. At 100

thermocycles, the lower joints had a considerable shearing

strain accumulation. The strain, as previously described,

became concentrated at only one particular joint as

illustrated by failure type B of Figure 9 (p. 30). The

remainder of the solder joints were in excellent condition

and showed no sign of fatigue. However, the damage at the

lower solder joint caused the ceramic chip carrier to become

distorted out of the plane by being tilted as much as 400

(Fig. 23, p. 64). The 60Sn/4OPb samples continued to

fatigue as described by type A of Figure 9 (p. 30). Both

upper joints fatigued at the same rate. Also, the ceramic

chip carrier of some 60Sn/4OPb samples became slightly

tilted by about 100 by the same way the distorted Bi solder

samples did. Refer to Figure 23.

By 130 thermocycles, two Bi solder joints had begun to

break completely apart. After 200 cycles, the surface of

solder joints of 80% of the samples had cracked severely.

The solder joint commonly cracked at the solder/strap edges

which is the location that had the maximum concentration of

applied stresses induced from the differences of thermal

expansion coefficients between the ceramic chip carrier and

the circuit board. The high stress regions, where cracks
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develop, at ends of the solder joints near the edges of the

strap are indicated in Figure 24 (p. 64).

At 400 thermocycles, almost all of the Bi solder

samples had completely failed and the average fatigue level

was 8.7. The histogram for the set of completely failed

samples gave a non-symmetrical distribution in which the

failure distribution was denser to the left. The a-value or

statistical standard deviation for the histogram (refer to

Appendix B, p. 100) was calculated as 76 thermal cycles.

The histogram of the set of fatigue failures analysis is

displayed in Figure 25 (p.65). The fatigue level average of

the standard solder samples was 7 at 400 thermocycles. A

plot of fatigue level versus the logarithm number of

thermocycles gave a linear relationship for both Bi solder

and standard solder data (Fig. 26, p. 66). Table 7 (p. 80)

displays the values of fatigue level for each sample after a

certain number of thermal cycles. The induction period

ratio for the 60Sn/4OPb and 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solders in the

second run was 16:10 respectively. The lifetime as

predicted by the modified Coffin-Manson relation for the

standard solder was three times longer than that of the Bi

solder, whereas the observed experimental lifetime value for

the standard solder was two times longer than that of the Bi

solder. These values are listed in Table 8 (p. 81).

The type of fatigue failure of the Bi solder samples of

the second run can be described as type B of Figure 9 (p.
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30). The same characteristic behavior was observed in the

first run. Creep, which has been previously described, was

believed to be the most severe source of fatigue failure.

Some Bi solder samples underwent 160% shearing strain

deformation at 60 cycles, 300% at 131 cycles, and 600% at

414 thermocycles. The shearing strains were calculated by

dividing the measured displacement of the strap from the

edge due to deformation into the measured solder joint

thickness.

Assuming linear deformation only, the imposed shearing

strain by the thermalcycle on the solder joints of the

samples was calculated (refer to Appendix B, p. 100).

Figure 29 (p. 69) depicts the amount of applied shearing

strain by the thermocycle. The modified Coffin-Manson

equation was used to describe the fatigue behavior of both

Bi solder and 60Sn/4OPb solder as previously described. The

results from the modified Coffin-Manson equation are

illustrated in Figures 28 and 29 for both solders.

Calculations for Table 8 (p. 81) and for Figures 25-29 are

found in Appendix B (p. 100).

Metallographic analysis by scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) revealed that the fatigue process for Bi solder is

very similar to that of the 60Sn/4OPb solder. During the

fatiguing process, both solders undergo heterogeneous

coarsening as described by Frear et al.'4 The microstructure

of virgin 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder consists of two domains, the
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tin-rich (darker phase) and the lead-bismuth phase (light

phase) as reported by Marshall et al. 21 This microstructure

consists of dendritic rod-like grains (Sn-rich phase)

embedded into a light matrix (the Pb/Bi-rich phase). Also,

small light (Pb/Bi-phase) grains or precipitates are found

within the Sn-rich phase. Refer to Figure 30 (p. 70).

After 35 thermocycles, heterogeneous coarsening of the Bi

solder begins to take place at the high stress concentration

areas that are parallel of the direction of the applied

stress. Refer to Figure 31 (p. 70). Both Sn-rich and

Pb/Bi-rich domains continue to enlarge as the number of

thermal cycles increases. Consult Figures 32-35 (pp. 71,

72). Cracks develop in the coarsened regions, propagate

through the Pb/Bi-rich phase (matrix), and extend around the

interfaces between the Pb/Bi-rich and the Sn-rich phases

(Figs. 36 and 37, p. 73). An interesting feature of the Bi

solder joint at grade 9 is the predominance of small voids

or internal cavities mainly at the Pb/Bi-rich phase (Fig.

36, p.73). It was observed that cracks propagate mainly

through the Pb/Bi-phase (Fig. 36); therefore, this form of

damage infers that there is a tertiary creep stage in which

nucleation of cracks begins to take place.

The Sn-rich phase grain sizes of the Bi solder joints

and the Pb-rich phase particle sizes of the 60Sn/4OPb solder

joints were measured from various SEM photographs at

different levels of fatigue. The particle size analysis
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revealed that 43Sn/45Pb/14Bi solder particle size is almost

twice as big as that of the 60Sn/4OPb solder. The deviation

from the average of particle size is greater for the Bi

solder. The results of the particle size distribution

analysis are given in Table 9 (p. 82).

The melting point of the Bi solder was measured to be

40C lower than that of the 60Sn/4OPb solder. The

coefficient of thermal expansion for the Bi solder was found

to be 26.9 x 106 in/inC and that of the 60Sn/4OPb solder

was 23 x 10-6 in/inC. The measurements by the thermo-

mechanical analysis are displayed in Figures 38-41 (pp. 74-

77). Table 10 (p. 82) summarizes the results obtained by

thermo-mechanical analysis.

A solder performance scale was developed according to

the ratio of the observed lifetime of the solder to that of

the poorest performer from data previously obtained by

Marshall. 9 The observed lifetimes from the second run were

introduced into the scale for comparison (Table 11, p. 83).

The validity of the comparison is supported by the good

agreement between the 60Sn/4OPb solder data obtained in this

experiment to the 60Sn/4OPb solder data obtained by

Marshall9 as illustrated in Figure 42 (p. 78).
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Figure 18. Fatigue-cycle plots for the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi
solder and for the 60Sn/4OPb solder from the first run.
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Figure 19. Illustration of the shearing strains (assuming
linear deformation only) imposed on the solder joints by the
temperature extreme conditions of one complete cycle during
the first 100 cycles (stage one of the first run).
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Figure 20. Illustration of the shearing strains (assuming
linear deformation only) imposed by the temperature extreme
conditions of one complete cycle exposure after the first
100 thermal cycles (stage two of the first run).
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Figure 21. Fatigue-cycle plot for the experimental results
being compared to the the plot predicted by the Coffin-
Manson equation for the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder of the first
run.
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Figure 22. Fatigue-cycle plot for the experimental results
being compared to the plot predicted by the Coffin-Manson
equation for 60Sn/4OPb solder of the first run.
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no sign of sreJn

no sign heavily deformed
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4030

Figure 23. The ceramic chip carrier is tilted as much as
400 due to the deformation of a single solder joint for the
case of the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder joints.
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linear expansion
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Figure 24. Illustration of the regions of maximun applied
stress of the test samples resulting from the linear
expansion thermal expansion mismatch between the copper
plated circuit board and the ceramic chip carrier.
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Figure 25. Histogram for the set of fatigue failures of the
43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder in the second run.
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Figure 26. Fatigue-cycle plots for the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi
solder and for the 60Sn/4OPb solder of the second run.
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27. Illustration of the shearing strains (from
deformation only) imposed on the solder joints
one complete cycle of the second run.
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Figure 28. Fatigue-cycle plot for the experimental results
being compared to the plot predicted by the Coffin-Manson
equation for the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder of the second run.
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Figure 29. Fatigue-cycle plot for the experimental results
being compared to the plot predicted by the Coffin-Manson
equation for the 60Sn/4OPb solder of the second run.
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Figure 30. Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of fatigued
43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder showing dendritic rod-like grains of
Sn-rich phase (dark region) embedded into a Pb/Bi-rich
matrix (light region).

Figure 31. SEM of fatigued Bi solder showing coarsening of
phases takes place at regions of high concentration of
applied stresses parallel to the direction of the applied
shearing stress.
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Figure 32. SEM photograph of cross-sectioned 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi
solder joint at 0 thermal cycles.

Figure 33. SEM photograph of cross-sectioned 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi
solder joint (grade 3) at 35 thermal cycles.
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4 y 4elr -

Figure 34. SEM photograph of cross-sectioned 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi
solder joint (grade 8) at 300 thermal cycles.

Figure 35. SEM photograph of cross-sectioned failed
43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder joint (grade 9) at 400 thermal cycles.
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Figure 36. SEM photograph of cross-sectioned 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi
solder joint showing propagation of cracks.

Figure 37. Another SEM photograph of cross-sectioned
43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder joint showing propagation of cracks.
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Figure 38. Melting point determination of 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi
solder by thermomechanical analysis (TMA).
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Figure 39. Coefficient of thermal expansion measurement for
43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder by thermomechanical analysis (TMA).
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TMA 500
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Figure 40. Melting point determination of 60Sn/4QPb solder
by thermomechanical analysis (TMA).
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Figure 41. Coefficient of thermal expansion measurement for
60Sn/4oPb solder by thermomechanical analysis (TMA).
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Figure 42. The above Fatigue-cycle plots for several
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article "Fatigue of Solders" which was published in The
International Journal for Hybrid Microelectronics, 10, 1,
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previously reported by Marshall 9 and the results of the
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Table 5. Results of Fatigue After the Number of Thermal
Cycles in the First Trial.

Cycles

0

15

45

65

Average

0.0

0.8

2.2

3.2

60Sn/4OPb

Samples' Fatigue Level

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

3 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 5

6 6 6 6 6 6 7 8 6 7

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi
Samples' Fatigue Level

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 2 5 4 4 2 1 1 6 3

4 3 6 4 5 3 3 3 6 3

4 4 6 6 6 5 5 4 6 5

4 4 6 6 6 5 6 5 6 6

5 5 6 6 6 5 6 5 6 6

5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

6 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 8 8

4.0

4.2

5.0

5.2

6.4

100

250

450

600

1100

Cycles

0

15

45

65

100

250

450

600

1100

Average

0.0

1.3

3.2

4.0

5.1

5.4

5.6

5.8

7.4
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Table 6. Summary of Thermocyclic Fatigue Results for the
First Run.

60Sn/4OPb

Fatigue Rate

Induction Period

Lifetime

Observed Lifetime

Imposed Shearing
Strain at solder
Joint for the

First Stage

Second Stage

2.63

5 (cycles)

2373 "

*

9.1%

7.1%

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi

2.96

4 cyclel

9323 "t

1100 "f

es)

9.1%

7.1%

* value not available.

Table 7. Results of Fatigue After the Number of Thermal
Cycles in the Second Run.

Cycles

0

60Sn/4OPb
Samples' Fatigue Level

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

60 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

100 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

150 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3

202 5 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5

300 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

400 9 6 6 6 6 6 9 7 9

0

1

2

3

3

4

6

6

Average

0.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

2.9

3.2

4.3

6.0

7.0

Ratio

0.89

1.25

2.54

*

1.00

1.00
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(Cont. Table 7).
43Sn/43Pb/14Bi
Samples' Fatigue Level

Cycles 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

15

22

35

60

100

150

202

300

400

1 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2

3 4 2 3 3 3 2 3 2

4 5 4 4 3 4 4 4 3

4 7 4 6 4 5 5 5 4

5 7 6 9 5 5 7 6 4

6 9 7 9 5 6 7 7 4

7 9 9 9 5 9 9 9 4

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 6

1

2

3

4

5

5

7

9

9

Average

0.0

1.0

1.8

2.9

3.9

4.9

5.9

6.7

7.9

8.7

Table 8. Summary of Thermocyclic Fatigue Results of
Second Run.

60Sn/4OPb 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi Ratio

Fatigue Rate 4.24 5.28 0.80

Induction Period 16 (cycles) 10 (cycles) 1.60

Lifetime 716 " 218 " 3.20

Observed Lifetime 400 " 202 " 2.00

Imposed Shearing
Strain at solder
Joint 26.4% 26.4% 1.00

Histogram Results:

Standard Deviation * 67.3 (cycles) *

Average * 258 " *

* value not available.
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Table 9. Particle Size Distribution Analysis.

Average Maximum Minimum
Solder No. of Particle Particle Particle Standard

Description Cycles Size(um) Size(um) Size(um) Deviation

43Sn/43Pb /14Bi

Grade 0 0 3.70 8.40 0.36 1.82

Grade 3 35 7.51 33.41 1.05 4.11

Grade 8 300 11.89 32.96 2.35 6.79

Grade 9 400 23.55 51.76 1.41 11.97

60Sn/4OPb

(Grade 0) 0 1.98 5.85 0.25 0.91

(Grade 9) 800 6.18 28.23 0.65 4.67

Table 10. Values for Coefficients of Thermal Expansion
(CTE) of Materials Used in Calculation and for Measurments
of Solder Melting Points.

Material CTE

Cermaic Chip Carrier 6 x 106 in/in *C

Copper 17 x 106 in/in 0C

Glass Epoxy FR4 Board (X, Y) 16 x 10-6 in/in *C

60Sn/4OPb Solder 23 x 106 in/in *C

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder 27 x 106 in/in 0C

m. p. for 60Sn/4OPb 180.44 *C

m. p. for 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi 141.89 OC
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Table 11. Solder Performance Scale Based on the Ratio of
the Observed Lifetime to that of the Poorest Performer.
Data were obtained from Thermal Fatigue of Solders by
Marshall and Walter.'7

Solder Alloy (No. of Clycles) Performance

50/50 In/Sn 40 1.00

*43/43/14 Sn/Pb/Bi 218 5.50

50/50 Sn/Pb 300 7.50

*60/40 Sn/Pb 400 10.00

60/40 Sn/Pb 400 10.00

95/5 Sn/Ag 900 22.50

62/36/2 Sn/Pb/Ag 1000 25.00

95/3.5/1.0/3.5 1000 25.00
Sn/Ag/Cd/Sb

*Values obtained from the second run experiment.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

There is a close agreement between the results of the

first run and second run obtained in the study of the

thermocyclic fatigue of 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder (each with

60Sn/4OPb control solder). The ratio of the induction

period (number of thermocycles before fatigue development is

observed ,e.g., where the plot intercepts the x-axis) of

60Sn/4OPb solder to 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder is 1.25 for the

first run and 1.6 for the second run. The value of the

ratio between the slopes (or fatigue rates) 60Sn/4OPb solder

and 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder of the first run is very close to

the value observed in the second run. The slopes from the

fatigue-cycle plot were obtained from the best straight line

calculated by using the least-square analysis method. There

is a 11% difference between the 60Sn/4QPb solder and the

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder fatigue rates in the first run and a

20% difference in the second run. Both solders fatigue at

almost the same rate (as indicated by the ratio values of

0.89 and 0.80 of the first and second runs respectively) and

by the same type of microstructural mechanism (as observed

from the SEM photographs showing heterogeneous coarsening or

domain enlargement of the solder joint microstructure). The

value of the ratio of the calculated lifetime by the

84
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modified Coffin-Manson equation for the 60Sn/4OPb solder to

that of the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi is 2.54 in the first run and 3.2

in the second run. The average of these ratios indicates

that the 60Sn/4OPb solder is 2.87 times better than that of

the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi. By comparison, experimental results of

the second run indicate that the 60Sn/4OPb solder performs

two times better than the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder.

There are some differences in the values of the

induction periods, slopes or fatigue rates, and lifetimes

from fatigue-cycle plot for both 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder and

60Sn/4OPb solder between the first and second runs. In the

first run, the temperature extreme 21-110C of the test

conditions was changed to 10-800C. The modification of

these experimental test conditions could be the source for

such a difference. In the first run, the fatigue rate and

lifetime of both solders was improved as the maximum

temperature of the cycle was decreased, and a slight

deviation from linearity by the fatigue-cycle data points

was observed only in the first run due to the alteration of

the thermocyclic test conditions. This assumption is based

on the fact that the temperature range AT was 900C for the

first stage and then changed to 700C for the second stage of

the first run. This results in a smaller strain amplitude

at the solder joints during the second stage of the first

run; therefore, the fatigue rate is decelerated and the

lifetime is prolonged. In addition, the peak temperature
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was reduced from 1100C to 800C. The T/T. fraction is

smaller and this results in a decelerated creep rate since

the secondary creep rate varies exponentially with

temperature according to the expression

E,, = A exp (-E,/ RT) (1)

as previously described. In the second run, the temperature

extremes of the thermocycle were maintained constant

throughout the run and both 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder and

60Sn/4OPb solder fatigue-cycle plots were linear.

Calculations by the modified Coffin-Manson equation

gave an acceptable agreement with the fatigue behavior of

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi and 60Sn/4QPb solders since the fatigue-cycle

plots are linear. For the low-cycle fatigue, the Coffin-

Manson equation has been observed to exhibit linear log-log

behavior when strain amplitude in the plastic region is

plotted versus the number of cycles required for

catastrophic failure.6 In this thesis, this Coffin-Manson

principle has been used to describe the thermocyclic fatigue

log-log linear behavior of both 60Sn/4OPb solder and

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder. However, a modification has been

implemented: instead of plotting strain amplitude versus

stress cycles, rather the magnitude of fatigue development

is plotted versus the number of thermocycles. The results

obtained by the modified Coffin-Manson equation suggest that

the applied test condition fulfill the requirements for the

low-cycle fatigue conditions and the applied test strain
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amplitudes are in the plastic region of the material.

Therefore, the thermocyclic test conditions and the

configuration of the assemblies in this experiment fulfill

the requirements of a good thermocyclic mechanical test that

can be used to describe the thermocyclic fatigue properties

of a solder. The utility of the modified Coffin-Manson

relation could be used to predict the number of thermocycles

required for catastrophic failure not only of a theoretical

model but of an actual assembly under accelerated fatigue

test conditions. Different strain amplitudes could be used

with theoretical models in order to extrapolate or

interpolate the lifetime of the assembly of interest.

However, Morris et al.2 suggest that the analytical models

and the accelerated fatigue tests needed to guide the

requirements of a package design are only valid to the

extent of reproducing the same mechanism that leads to

failure during service.

The bulk solder joint modes of deformation observed in

the first run were also observed in the second run.

Generally, only one of the lower joints of the

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder samples underwent fatigue deformation,

whereas the rest of the solder joints of the same specimen

remained intact. The weakest lower solder joint of the

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi sample suffered a considerable amount of

shearing strain as the number of thermal cycles increased

(up to 600% shearing strain after 400 thermal cycles). The
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source of shearing strains is believed to come from the

difference in the relative linear deformation mismatch

between the ceramic chip carrier and the fiberglass circuit

board. The imposed shearing strain concentrates and

accumulates at the weakest or softest solder joint which is

the least resistant point for the applied shearing stress to

relax. Deformation accumulates at the solder joints as the

number of thermal cycles increases due to creep.

The mode of deformation observed for the 60Sn/4oPb bulk

solder joints in this experiment is illustrated as type A of

Figure 9 (p. 30). Both upper solder joints fatigue at the

same rate and the lower joints appear to be more resistant

to fatigue. The upper solder joints begin to craze first,

then pits begin to develop. Subsequently, flakes form and

then cracks develop. These fatiguing features are observed

to form evenly along the bulk of the upper solder joints.

The reason of this behavior is attributed to the larger

difference of the coefficients of thermal expansion between

the solder and the substrate (in this case the

solder/ceramic chip carrier). Finally, the solder joint

fails at the edge or around the strap which is the region of

maximum applied stress from the linear deformation

difference between the ceramic chip carrier and the circuit

board.

The reason for the difference between the

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi and the 60Sn/4OPb visible fatigue development
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of the bulk solder joints is not clearly understood yet. In

theory, the Bi solder joints would be expected to fatigue in

the same fashion as the 60Sn/4OPb solder joints, because the

Bi solder has a similar coefficient of thermal expansion (28

ppm/*C) to the 60Sn/4OPb solder's (24 ppm/*C).

Both the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder and the 60Sn/4OPb solder

undergo the same type of microstructural failure mechanism.

The behavior of the microstructural failure fatigue

development as described by Frear et al. 4 for a Sn/Pb solder

is in perfect agreement with the results observed in this

work. As reported by Frear et al.,4 the microstructure of

the solder joint coarsens parallel to the direction of the

applied shearing stress in the regions of high stress

concentration. The domains of the solder alloy phase

components initially are very thin but gradually increase in

width as the number of thermocycles increases. Cracks

develop in the heterogeneous coarsened region of the solder

joint microstructure. The cracks occur through the Sn-rich

regions or at interfaces between the Sn-rich and Pb-rich

regions. The cracks propagate through the Pb-rich regions

so as to join failed Sn-rich regions. The SEM photographs

of the microstructure of 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder (consisting

of dendritic rods of the Sn-rich phase embedded into a

matrix of Pb/Bi-rich phase) reveal that the same behavior is

also observed for the fatigue development microstructure of

Bi solder. The cracks occur through the Pb/Bi rich phase
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(matrix) and between interfaces of the Pb/Bi rich and Sn-

rich phases. The cracks propagate through the Sn-rich phase

(the embedded particles) in order to join the failed Pb/Bi

regions. In addition, tertiary creep is indicated by a

predominant number of voids or small cracks mainly at the

matrix of the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder. Morris et al.22

attribute heterogeneous coarsening of a eutectic

microstructure to the induction of the shearing strain

imposed at the mechanically soft solder exposed to a high

temperature. The eutectic microstructure is also unstable

and tends to reconfigurate into a mixture of equiaxed

grains. The driving force for the reconfiguration of this

microstructure is a reduction in the total area of

interface. The reconstruction of the microstructure is

accelerated by plastic deformation. As the solder joint

deforms, the flow stress (which is the amount of stress

absorbed due to the deformation of the microstructure) of

the solder decreases and continues to decrease as the grains

grow after recrystallization. Therefore, recrystallization

of the solder that is deformed in shear creates planar

coarsened bands that lie parallel to the direction of

applied shearing stress at regions of maximum applied

stress.

The observed fatigue results for the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi

solder were compared the fatigue-cycle plots for various

solders previously studied by Marshall. 9 There is a good
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agreement between the 60Sn/4OPb solder fatigue cycle plots

from the data by Marshall and the results obtained in this

work. The 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder appears in the region of

the intermediate solders (which includes Sn/Pb and In/Pb

alloys). The lifetime of 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder is five

times greater than that of the 501n/5OSn solder (in a

separate region of poor performance). Consult Figure 42 (p.

78) and Table 11 (p. 83). From the comparison of solder in

Figure 42, it can be suggested that the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi

solder is a reliable solder which has an acceptable long-

term life performance in the field. In addition, this

solder could be used in a two-step soldering process because

of its low melting point (144-160OC) compared to that of the

60Sn/4OPb solder (180-1880 C).

The particle size average of the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder

was greater initially than that of 60Sn/4OPb solder. The

average particle size of fresh 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder joints

is 3.7 gm compared to 2.0 Am for the 60Sn/4OPb solder. At

grade 9 in the fatigue scale, the particle size of the

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder was 23.6 gm. There was a 600%

increase in particle size for the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solders

whereas for the 60Sn/4QPb particle size increase was 300%.

The better fatigue resistance of the 60Sn/4OPb solder

compared to that of 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder could be

attributed to the finer particle size and a higher melting

temperature of the 60Sn/4OPb alloy. Since the strain
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required to cause fatigue development after a certain number

of cycles increase as the ductility of the solder

increases,23 the good ductility of the 60Sn/4OPb solder can

be attributed to its much finer particle size which helps to

retard the process of localized deformation. For example,

Frear5 has reported the tensile test results of a fine

microstructure compared to the coarser microstructure of the

same 60Sn/4QPb solder. This study reveals that for any of

the temperatures (-1900C, 00C, and 200C), the fine

microstructure has a greater strength, greater total

elongation (better ductility), and greater work-hardening

rate. As the temperature increases, the total elongation or

ductility increases and the mechanical strength decreases

for both microstructures.

In conclusion, the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi is a low-melting

solder that can be used in a two-step soldering process, and

yet is a good performer in the field. In fact,

43Sn/43Pb/14Bi can be classified in the manufacturing plant

as a "low-melting" solder, but in the field can be

categorized as an intermediate solder, between the poor

performing soft solders such as 50/50 indium/tin and the

higher melting harder silver solders.
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Calculations for Figure 18

Step I

Formulas to calculate the "best-fitting" line by using the
least-square analysis method.

n

(15)AA = (xi -x)

i = 1

n

x = xi /n

i = I

n

BB = Z (yi -y)2

i = 1

n

(16)

(17)

(18)y = y1 /n

i =1

n

n

AB= Ec iy-

i = 1

zxi

i = 1

n

z Yi

i= 1
(19)

n

AB

AA
(20)

Where: n is the total number of items.
xj is the logarithm of certain number of thermal

cycles.
yi is the average fatigue level of samples at

that number of thermal cycles.

y =bx + a (21)

Where: y is the average of y1 and x is the average of xi
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Step II

(A) Calculations for 60Sn/4OPb solder in the first run.
(xi and y1 values come from Table 5.)

xi yi x1
2 Xi yi

log (5) = 0.699 0.0 0.488601 0.0000
log (15) = 1.176 0.8 1.382976 0.9408
log (45) = 1.650 2.2 2.72250 3.6300
log (65) 1.813 3.2 3.286969 5.8016
log (100) 2.00 4.0 4.00000 8.0000
log (250) = 2.40 4.2 5.76000 10.0800
log (450) = 2.653 5.0 7.033104 13.2600
log (600) = 2.778 5.2 7.717285 14.4456
log (1100) = 3.040 6.5 9.24160 19.7600

18.212 31.0 41.649363 75.62800

AA = 4.796840
AB = 12.634737

The slope b of the best straight line (from equation 20) or
fatigue rate is

b = 2.63

Using equations 16 and 18, we find the averages to be
y = 3.444 and x = 2.02354

Using equation 21, we get the intercept a at the y - axis

a = -1.87747

The intercept at the x-axis I.P. (the induction period which
is the number of thermal cycles for the onset of fatigue) is

-1.857
x = a/-b = --- = 0.714

-2.630

I.P. = inv log (x) = 5.0 thermal cycles.
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(B) Calculations for 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder in the first run.
(xi and y1 values come from Table 5.)

xi yi x2 Xi yi

log (5) = 0.699~ 0.06 0.488601 0.0000
log (15) = 1.176 1.30 1.382976 1.5288
log (45) = 1.650 3.00 2.722500 4.9500
log (65) = 1.813 4.00 3.286969 7.2520
log (100) = 2.000 5.10 4.000000 10.2000
log (250) = 2.400 5.30 57600000 12.7200
log (450) = 2.653 5.50 7.033104 14.5860
log (600) = 2.778 5.70 7.717285 15.8346
log (1100) = 3.040 7.40 9.241600 22.4960

18.212 37.80 41.649363 90.6973

AA = 4.796840
AB = 14.207390

The slope b of the best straight line (from equation 20) or
fatigue rate is

b = 2.9618

By using equations 16 and 18, we find
y = 4.20 and x = 2.0235

By using equation 21, we get the intercept at the y-axis.

a = -1.78968

The intercept at the x-axis (induction period) is

a -1.78968
X = -- = = 0.60

b -2.9618

invlog(x) = I.P. = 4.0 thermal cycles.

Calculations for Figure 19

Step I

Calculate the shearing strain due to linear deformation of
ceramic chip carrier and circuit board.

1. Get dimensions for assembly (Figure 11) from Table 1 and
the value of AT from Figure 14. Values for (CTE)c and
(CTE)B are found in Table 10.
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2. Use equations 3-6 to calculate shearing strain percent.

Sc = (CTE), AT X (3)

SB = (CTE)B AT X' (4)

ST = SB - Sc (5)

1 ST

()= 1 S 100% (6)
4 h

(Note: h is the average of solder joints thickness in the

specimen).

AT = 900C

h = .0065 in

(CTE)C = 6x10 in/inC

(CTE)B = 16x10 in/in*C

x = 2.0 in

xi= 2.4 in

S= (16x0 in/inC)(900C)(2.4 in)-(6x0 in/inC) (900C)2in

= 0.002376 in

E)= (0.002373 in) (100%) / (4) (.0065 in)

= 9.1% shearing strain

Calculations for Figure 20

Step I

Calculate the shearing strain percent due to linear
deformation.
1. The same values and same equations used for calculations
of Figure 19 can be used here except AT is
(10 - 800C) or 700C from Figure 15.

2. Calculate shearing strain percent.

S= (16x106 in/in 0 C) (70 0C) (2. 4 in) -(6x10-6 in/inoC)(700C)2in

= 0.001848

T= (0.001848)(100%) /4 (0.0065 in)

= 7.1% shearing strain
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Calculations for Figure 21

Step I

The modified Coffin-Manson low-cycle fatigue equation is
used in the following form for the 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder.

Nfb K = Ae, (14)

Nf is the number of cycles to fatigue level.

b is the fatigue rate or slope of the fatigue line.

AC, is the change in plastic deformation (log (Ae,)
will yield the fatigue level.

K is the material constant.

Invlog (a) = K = 0.0162301

Exp.
Value Predicted Fatigue

N bK of Fatigue Level of
AE, Level Bi solder

[15]2%[0.0162308] = 49.1531463 1.692 2.2

(45)2.96[0.0162308] = 1270.07754 3.103 3.0

(65)2.[960.0162308] = 3771.69591 3.576 4.0

(100)2%[0.0162308] = 13499.6092 4.130 5.0

(250)2.%(0.0162308] = 203340.376 5.308 5.3

(450)2.96[0.0162308] = 1158324.48 6.064 5.5

(600)2.%[0.0162308] = 2714244.07 6.434 5.7

(1100)2.96[0.0162308]= 16324637.4 7.213 7.4

By using the modified Coffin-Manson equation, the predicted
number of cycles to failure (lifetime at fatigue level 7) is

Log (K) = a = -1.78968

b[ log (Nf)] + log (K) = log [(Ae,)] (22)

7 - a 7 - (-1.78968)
log (Nf) = -- -= = 2.969

b 2.96

invlog(Nf) = 932 thermal cycles to fatigue.
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Calculations for Figure 22

Step I

Use the modified Coff in-Manson equation to calculate the
fatigue cycle-plot for 60Sn/40Pb solder of the first run.

Invlog (a) = K = 0.01327
Exp.

Value Predicted Fatigue
Nf K of Fatigue Level of

AC, Level 60Sn/4OPb

[ 5]2 6 3 [0.01327] = 0.914454358 0.04 0.0

(15]2.63[0.01327] = 16.44337398 1.22 0.8

(45)2.631[0.01327] = 295.6785597 2.47 2.2

(65)2.63[0.01327] = 777.7375200 2.89 3.2

(100)2.63[0.01327] = 2414.743039 3.38 4.0

(250)2.93(0.01327] = 26881.47814 4.43 4.2

(450)2.63[0.01327] = 126130.4177 5.10 5.0

(600)2.63C0.01327] = 268787.2793 5.43 5.2

(1100)2.63[0.01327]= 123235929.7 6.12 6.4

By using the modified Coffin-Manson equation, the predicted
number of cycles to failure (lifetime at fatigue level 7) is

Log (K) = a = -1.8771

b[ log (Nf)] + log (K) = log [ (AcE)] (22)

7 - a 7 - (-1.8771)
log(Nf) = -=- - = 3.375

b 2.63

invlog(Nf) = 2373 thermal cycles to fatigue.

* The results of the above calculations are summarized in
Table 6.
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Calculations for Figure 25

Step I

Calculation of the mean for the number of cycles to failure.

mean = ni(xi) /ni (23)

ni x[cycles) ni(xi)
1 132 132
1 202 202
1 226 226
1 235 235
1 244 244
1 247 247
1 255 255
1 257 257
1 368 368
1 414 424

ni 10 2580 2580

2580
mean = = 258 cycles

10

Step II

Calculations for the spread of the test data.

S, (x; - )
a = (24)

n

where:

a is the statistical standard deviation

x1 is the number cycles at which the sample failed

x is the mean or the average of the number of cycles
to failure

n is the total number sample failures in the test
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Calculation table:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)

(132
(202
(226
(235
(244
(247
(255
(257
(368
(414

45328

10

258)2 =
258)2 =
258)2 =
258)2 =
258)2 =
258)2 =
258)2
258)2 =
258)2 =

258)2 =

15876
3136
1024

529
196
121

9
1

100
24336

45328

= 67.3

Calculations for Figure 26

Step I

(A) Calculations for 60Sn/4OPb solder in
(xi and y; values come from Table 7.)

xi yi xi2

the second run.

Xi yi

log (10) = 1.000 0.0 1.000000 0.0000
log (15) - 1.176 0.0 1.382976 0.0000
log (35) = 1.544 1.0 2.384146 1.5440
log (60) = 1.778 2.0 3.161822 3.5560
log (100) = 2.000 2.9 4.000000 5.8000
log (150) = 2.176 3.2 4.735373 6.9632
log (202) = 2.305 4.3 5.314645 9.9130
log (300) = 2.477 6.0 6.136129 14.8627
log (400) = 2.602 7.0 6.770716 18.2144

17.059 26.4 34.880227 60.85402

AA = 2.551884
AB = 10.814480

The slope b of the best straight line (from equation 19) or
fatigue rate is

b = 4.2378

Using equations 16 and 18, we find the averages to be
y = 2.933 and x = 1.895
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Using equation 21, we get the intercept a at the y-axis

a = -5.10063

The intercept at the x-axis I.P. (the induction period which
is the number of thermal cycles for the onset of fatigue) is

-5.101
x = a/-b = ---- = 1.204

-4.238

I.P. = nv log (x) = 16 thermal cycles.

(B) Calculations for 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder in the second run
(xi and yj values come from Table 7) .

xi xi Xi yi

log (10) = 1.000 0.0 1.000000 0.0000
log (15) = 1.176 1.0 1.382976 1.1760
log (35) - 1.544 2.9 2.384146 4.4776
log (60) - 1.778 3.9 3.161822 6.9342
log (100) - 2.000 4.9 4.000000 9.8000
log (150) = 2.176 5.9 4.735373 12.8384
log (202) - 2.305 6.7 5.314645 15.4435
log (300) = 2.477 7.9 6.136129 19.5683
log (400) = 2.602 8.7 6.770716 22.6374

17.059 41.9 34.880227 92.87540

AA = 2.551884
AB = 13.461834

The slope b of the best straight line (from equation 20) or
fatigue rate is

b = 5.275

By using equations 16 and 18, we find
y =4.65 and x=1.895

By using equation 21, we get the intercept at the y-axis.

a = -5.34058

The intercept at the x-axis (induction period) is

a -5.34058
X = -- = -1.00

b -5.2750

invlog(x) = I.P. = 10 thermal cycles.

yi
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Calculations for Figure 27

Step I

Calculate the shearing strain due to linear deformation of
ceramic chip carrier and circuit board.

1. Get dimensions for assembly (Figure 11) from Table 1 and
the value of AT from Figure 16. Values for (CTE)c and
(CTE)B are found in Table 10.

2. Use equations 3-6 to calculate shearing strain percent.

AT = 800C

h = .002 in

(CTE)C = 6x0 in/inC

(CTE)B = 16x10-6 in/inC

x = 2.0 in

xi= 2.4 in

S= (16x106 in/inC) (80 0 C) (2.4 in) -(6x10- 6 in/in0 C) (800C) 2in

= 0.002112 in

OT = (0.002112 in) (100%) / (4) (.002 in)

= 26.4 shearing strain %
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Calculations for Figure 28

Step I
Use the modified Coffin-Manson equation to calculate the
fatigue cycle-plot for 43Sn/43Pb/14Bi solder of the second
run.

Invlog (a) = K = 4.5x10
Exp.

Value Predicted Fatigue
N K of Fatigue Level of

AIELevel Bi solder

[10) 427 [4.5x10~6] 0.847600000 -0.07 0.0

(15)4.71(4.5x10-6] - 7.196000000 0.86 1.0

(35)4 27 5[4.5x10-6] 628.3060000 2.79 2.9

(60) 5-27 5[4.5x10-6 ] = 10788.48000 4.03 3.9

(100)1-21[4.5x1j0] = 159666.0200 5.20 4.9

(150) 5 -2 5 [4.5x10~6 ] = 1355482.470 6.13 5.9

(202)'-27 [4.5x10-6 ] = 6515398.570 6.81 6.7

(300)-27s[ 4.5x10-6] = 52484024.80 7.72 7.9

(400)5-17 [4.5x10-6] = 239375097.4 8.38 8.7

By using the modified Coffin-Manson equation, the predicted
number of cycles to failure (lifetime at fatigue level 7) is

Log (K) = a = -5.340575

b[Clog (N,)] + log (K) = log [ (Ae,)] (22)

7 - a 7 - (-5.34057
log(Nf) = ----- == 2.339

b 5.275

invlog (Nf) = 218 thermal cycles to fatigue.
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Calculations for Figure 29

Stev I

Use the modified Coffin-Manson equation to calculate the
fatigue cycle-plot for 60Sn/4OPb solder of the second run.

Invlog (a) = K = 7.93x10-6
Exp.

Value Predicted Fatigue

K of Fatigue Level of
AE, Level 6QSn/40Pb

[10]4.23 [7.93x10-6] = 0.137200 -0.860 0.0

[15]4.238[7.93x10-6] = 0.764000 -0.116 0.0

(35)4.23 [7.93x10-6] = 27.7400000 1.44 1.0

(60)4 .23 (7.93x10-6] = 272.000000 2.43 2.0

(100)4.231[7.93x10- = 2373.38000 3.37 2.9

(150)4.238[7.93x10]-6]= 13232.5560 4.12 3.2

(202)4 .23 [7.93x10-6] = 46714.1120 4.67 4.3

(300)4 .23 [7.93x10l-6 = 249694.4400 5.40 6.0

(400)4 .2 38[7.93x101-6 = 845082.7600 5.93 7.0

By using the modified Coffin-Manson equation, the predicted
number of cycles to failure (lifetime at fatigue level 7) is

Log (K) = a = -5.100631

b[log (Nf)] + log (K) = log[(AE,)] (22)

7 - a 7 - (-5.1006)
log (Nf) = - = = 2.855

b 4.238

invlog(Nf) = 716 thermal cycles to fatigue.

* The results of the above calculations are summarized in
Table 8.
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